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We have derived a stereo-topographic model and an orthoimage mosaic based on Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter (LRO) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) images to study the Luna-17 landing site. In the images (0.33–
0.5 m/pixel), the Lunokhod-1, the Luna-17 landed spacecraft, and the rover tracks can clearly be
identiﬁed and mapped for 99% of the traverse. The traverse was found to be 9.93 km long, approximately
0.50 km shorter over what had been estimated earlier (10.54 km). The total topographic relief along the
traverse was found to be within 26 m. Along its traverse, the rover encountered slopes of up to 51,
estimated over 2.5 m baselength. By comparison with previously published topographic maps and using
our orthomosaic as a reference (which had been tied to the well-known Lunokhod-1 Laser reﬂector
coordinates), we report on coordinates of Lunokhod-1's panorama points and overnight stops.
Comparisons of currently mapped tracks with previous traverse reconstructions show good matches
on small scale, but reveal that previous maps had long-wavelength geometric distortions of up to 100-m
level. Agreement in topographic trends was very limited.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Luna-17 landed on November 17, 1970, (Fig. 1) in Mare Imbrium
(“Sea of Rains”) and deployed the roving vehicle Lunokhod-1
(Moonwalker). The Lunokhod-1 was controlled from the ground,
but enjoyed a high degree of autonomy. The goals of the mission
were to study the topography as well as the geology and
morphology of the lunar terrain. The concept behind the lunar
rovers was to support human exploration of the Moon. It was
anticipated that the rover would land and certify the site prior to
human landings, to examine the human lander after it landed, and
to transport the crew to a back-up rover if necessary. Lunokhod-1's
rover instruments were to determine the chemical composition
and physical–mechanical properties of the lunar soil and to study
the surface radiation levels. The Lunokhod-1 also carried laser
retroreﬂectors for geodetic ranging experiments.
Lunokhod-1 survived for 301 day 6 h 37 min (from 17.11.1970 to
4.10.1971) and explored an area of approximately 80,000 m2. Using
onboard TV camera systems, more than 211 panoramas and more
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than 25,000 pictures of the surface were acquired. On 537 stop points
along the traverse, studies were made of the physical–mechanical
properties of the soil. On 25 stop points, analyses of the surface chemical
composition were made. Lunokhod-1 moved a total distance of
approximately 10 km. The exact reasons for the end of the mission
are unknown; presumably, the vehicle lost pressure for some unexplained reason and stopped working (Huntress and Marov, 2011) or
may be it was caused by exhaustion of the radioactive heat source which
was used to protect the rover electronics during the cold lunar nights.
High-resolution images obtained by the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter (LRO) have renewed the interest in the accomplishments of
this historic ﬁrst rover mission, as well as other Soviet-era mission.
In the images of the LRO Narrow Angle Camera (NAC), the landed
vehicle and the rover can clearly be identiﬁed, and rover wheel tracks
along the traverse of the vehicle can be studied (Abdrakhimov et al.,
2011). The LRO NAC images provide a signiﬁcantly improved location
for the lander and the rover. From stereo-images, also new insights
into the topography and morphology of the landing site can be
obtained. The new data allow us to reconstruct the rover mission
and give us new insights into the mission achievements.
In this paper, we study rectiﬁed LRO LROC images and topographic models from the cartography point of view to reconstruct
the rover traverse. We report on coordinates of rover stops and
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Fig. 1. Luna-17 landing module on the surface after the Lunokhod rover had descended onto the surface. The panorama is taken from Lunokhod-1 from the north side of the
lander. The rover descended on the far side of the lander out of the current view.

Fig. 2. Accommodation of instruments on the Lunokhod-1 chassis. The ﬁgure shows the rover with the lid open and during the lunar night the lid closed to maintain thermal
stability. The size of the rover with its open lid was 4.42 m (length), 2.15 m (width), and 1.92 m (height).

measure ranges, heights, and slopes. Comparisons are made with
previous reconstructions of the Lunokhod-1 traverse.
2. Lunokhod-1
2.1. Lunokhod-1 vehicle
Lunokhod-1 consists of the self-propelled chassis and the
sealed instrument compartment, which contained the scientiﬁc
equipment. The total mass of the rover was 756 kg, including its
chassis of 105 kg. The rover is 135 cm high, 170 cm long, 215 cm
wide at the top and 160 cm wide at the wheels; the wheelbase is
2.22  1.6 m2.
The top of the instrument compartment was equipped with a
heat radiator which could be covered by a large retractable lid
during the night to avoid excessive heat loss. The bottom side of
the lid was equipped with solar arrays. In combination with
batteries and a polonium (Po210) heat generator, these provided
power (capacity of 180 W) during the lunar day (Fig. 2).
Lunokhod-1 had eight wheels, four of which were attached on
each side of the bottom of the rover main body. Each wheel consisted
of three titanium rings (510 mm in diameter) and 16 spokes wrapped
in a metallic mesh (Fig. 3). The rover could operate with only two
wheels on each side and an axel could be severed if a wheel became
inoperable. The wheels were 200 mm wide (Fig. 2), and the spacing
between wheels (track gauge) was 1600–1700 mm. A ninth spiked
wheel was mounted on the rear of the rover and carried an odometer
to determine speed and distance.
On soft grounds the wheels were observed to penetrate deep
into the regolith, and the rover left pronounced tracks along its
traverse. The average speciﬁc pressure of the wheels on the
ground (at a nominal depth in the regolith of 30 mm) was 0.05

Fig. 3. Rover wheel of Lunokhod-1. Note the wire mesh structure of the wheel and
the vertical grousers to increase the traction.

kg/cm2. On soft grounds, the wheels were observed to penetrate
deep into the regolith, and the rover left pronounced tracks along
its traverse. Twice the rover became mired in the soft regolith of
impact craters but was able to extracate itself. The Lunokhod-1
tracks are readily observed in the NAC frames because the grousers
on the wheels signiﬁcantly disturbed the soil. This is in marked
contrast to the wheels of the Apollo Lunar Rover vehicles which
did not have grousers and whose tracks are difﬁcult to observe,
despite the fact that the wheel loading was similar.
Lunokhod-1 moved at a speed of 0.8 km/h. Turning of the
vehicle was achieved by varying the rotation of the wheel on the
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right and left sides, and by changing the direction of their rotation.
The turning radius of the rover in motion was typically 3.5 mm
(with wheels turning at two different speeds). However, the rover
could also turn on the spot (with its left and right wheels turning
in opposite directions) within a radius of 0.8 m.
Two navigation cameras were deployed low (950 mm) above
the surface (Fig. 2) at the front of the Lunokhod's chassis, which
also held the high- and low-gain antennas, some scientiﬁc instruments, and the Laser retroreﬂector. On the left and right sides of
the rover, four panoramic scanner cameras were mounted. The
back of the instrument compartment contained the radioactive
heat source, the lifting and lowering mechanisms for the lid.
2.2. Laser retroreﬂector
The Lunokhod-1 was equipped with a French built laser retroﬂector, realized as a block of 14 prisms (45  20  8 cm3) made of
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special heat-resisting glass, protected by multi-layer heat-insulating material with a mass of about 3.5 kg. About two dozen
successful ranging campaigns were accomplished during the
mission. Since the end of 1971, targeting to the Lunokhod-1 was
lost and no further laser returns were obtained. However, once the
vehicle had been located with the LROC images, the coordinates
were used to reacquire the laser retroreﬂector and numerous
measurements have been made since 2011 (Murphy et al., 2011).
With the Lunokhod-1 location at higher latitude closer to the
northwest limb and with the comparably small size of the retroreﬂector (effective reﬂector area—640 cm2), the reﬂector is more
difﬁcult to target than its larger counterparts at the Apollo
stations, which are located closer to the sub-Earth point.
The Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) experiment has provided
excellent data on the dynamics and interior of the Moon.
In addition, with the reﬂector coordinates established to cmlevel, the laser reﬂector stations mark important geodetic

Table 1
Current Lunokhod-1 retroreﬂector coordinates from laser ranging.
Source: Murphy et al., 2011.
Principal axes (r, ϕ, λ)
Principal axes (X, Y, Z)
Mean Earth (r, ϕ, λ)
Mean Earth (X, Y, Z)

1,734,928.727 0.03
1,114,292.387 7 0.004
1,734,928.727 0.03
1,114,959.3547 0.004

38.33307847 0.000001
781,299.337 0.03
38.31515777 0.000001
780,933.947 0.03

35.0366747 0.000001
1,076,058.317 0.03
35.0079647 0.000001
1,075,632.60 7 0.03

Table 2
Available LROC–NAC image data for Lunokhod-1 area.
Mission phase

COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
EXT
EXT
a
b

a

DOY

Image name

Orbit #

2009224
2009224
2009252
2009252
2009334
2009334
2010119
2010119
2010173
2010173
2010187
2010187
2010214
2010214
2010296
2010296
2010351
2010351
2010365
2010365
2011027
2011027
2011027
2011027
2011109
2011109
2011163
2011163
2011204
2011204
2011286
2011286
2011313
2011313
2011341
2011341
2012017
2012017

M104747893LE.IMG
M104747893RE.IMG
M107106240LE.IMG
M107106240RE.IMG
M114185541LE.IMG
M114185541RE.IMG
M127159138LE.IMG
M127159138RE.IMG
M131881859LE.IMG
M131881859RE.IMG
M133057617LE.IMG
M133057617RE.IMG
M135418902LE.IMG
M135418902RE.IMG
M142495666LE.IMG
M142495666RE.IMG
M147210569LE.IMG
M147210569RE.IMG
M148395010LE.IMG
M148395010RE.IMG
M150749234LE.IMG
M150749234RE.IMG
M150756018LE.IMG
M150756018RE.IMG
M157825905LE.IMG
M157825905RE.IMG
M162542164LE.IMG
M162542164RE.IMG
M166072850LE.IMG
M166072850RE.IMG
M173144480LE.IMG
M173144480RE.IMG
M175502049LE.IMG
M175502049RE.IMG
M177859616LE.IMG
M177859616RE.IMG
M181402751LE.IMG
M181402751RE.IMG

594
594
923
923
1961
1961
3873
3873
4569
4569
4742
4742
5090
5090
6133
6133
6828
6828
7003
7003
7350
7350
7351
7351
8393
8393
9088
9088
9608
9608
10,650
10,650
10,998
10,998
11,347
11,347
11,846
11,846

Slew
(deg)
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
7.26
7.26
0.00
0.00
6.32
6.32
1.51
1.51
6.62
6.62
0.00
0.00
15.72
15.72
9.17
9.17
24.51
24.51
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.52
1.52
0.00
0.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

Emission angle
(deg)

Incidence angle
(deg)

Sub-solar azimuth
(deg)

Mean pixel size
(m/pixel)

1.8
1.2
1.8
1.2
1.7
1.2
5.7
8.6
13.7
10.9
8.2
5.3
0.1
2.7
8.5
5.6
1.7
1.2
14.4
17.2
11.0
8.2
23.4
26.2
1.7
1.2
1.7
1.1
1.7
1.2
0.1
2.7
1.7
1.2
3.7
0.9
4.0
1.0

59.8
60.1
44.9
45.0
66.4
66.4
46.4
46.5
84.3
84.4
84.7
84.8
65.2
65.3
44.8
44.9
81.5
81.6
87.8
87.8
65.3
65.3
65.9
66.0
43.0
43.0
79.9
80.0
69.1
69.2
43.2
43.2
57.7
57.8
77.7
77.8
69.2
69.4

209.10
208.25
237.04
235.79
158.43
159.18
136.02
136.73
158.43
159.18
185.05
184.89
202.62
202.01
120.87
122.16
172.78
173.18
181.66
181.67
203.34
202.45
197.11
196.97
126.28
127.25
172.32
172.72
198.77
198.21
117.12
118.18
147.46
148.36
168.66
169.23
197.86
197.24

1.60
1.60
1.34
1.34
0.51
0.51
0.46
0.46
0.47
0.47
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.52
0.51
0.74
0.74
0.59
0.59
0.47
0.47
0.50
0.50
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.43
0.43
0.50
0.49
1.52
1.52

COMM: Commissioning phase; NOM: Nominal mission; SCI: Science mission; and EXT: Extended mission.
s: stereo sequences and h: very high-resolution from low-orbit.

b

s
s
s
s

h
h
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Fig. 4. Lunokhod-1 wheel tracks under various resolution and illumination: (a) and (e) image M175502049, 0.3 m/pixel; (c) and (g) image M150749234, 0.5 m/pixel; and (b),
(d), (f) and (h) correspondence proﬁles of brightness along transect line (white dashed color on the images). Note the characteristic W-shaped pattern representing tracks of
left and right rover wheels.
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reference points that practically deﬁne the currently used lunar
coordinate systems.
2.3. Reconstructions of the Lunokhod-1 traverse
While tiltmeters and star trackers provided information on the
orientation of the rover on the surface, the rover's motion was
tracked by onboard gyroscopes, by counting the number of turns
of the drive wheels (wheels #3 and #6), and by measurements of
the odometer (the ninth wheel). The remote control of the
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Lunokhod-1 was challenged by the difﬁculties for the operator
to perceive the motion of the rover, in the delays in the exchange of commands and telemetry data, and in the unknown
environmental conditions, such as local relief and soil properties.
Because the navigation cameras were located so close to the
ground, it was difﬁcult to observe the terrain. Additionally, at
noon when shadowing was absent it was almost impossible to
drive. The daily operation of the rover and the operation of
scientiﬁc instruments were carried out as a result of the discussions of engineers and planetary scientists. Detailed tracking of the

Fig. 5. Base map of Lunokhod-1 traverse (orthomosaic and colored DEM). The traverse is color coded with each lunar day's traverse indicated by a different color. The DEM is
color coded with blue colors representing low elevation and brown indicating high elevations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).
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rover motion and geolocation of every rover stop point were made
(Vinogradov, 1971). Unfortunately, most of the information on
these operational details are considered lost.
Results on the accomplishments of the Lunokhod-1 mission, in
particular, a rover traverse map, were released only several
years after the mission (Barsukov, 1978). Selected topographic
contour models were published (see ﬁgures later in the text),
derived from photogrammetric processing of the images
obtained by the Lunokhod-1 panoramic cameras. Also, local
estimates of distances traveled and topographic proﬁles were
presented estimated from rover navigation data. Rover returned
to the landing site where the descent stage remained after 3 lunar
days. The positional offsets amounted to 30 m, a number, which
attests to the high quality of the navigation methods that had
been used.
Recently, the Lunokhod-1 traverse was reconstructed on the
basis of Clementine image data (Stooke, 2007). In particular, the
available route and topographic sketch maps (Vinogradov, 1971;
Barsukov, 1978) were registered to Clementine UV–vis images
(100-m resolutions). These reconstructions constituted the current
best reconstrutions of the Lunokhod-1 traverse prior to the
LRO data.

3. LRO camera and data

50729 km for 2 low-periapsis months to enable imaging from
lowest altitudes of 21 km above the mean surface. Beginning from
its extended science mission in December 2011, LRO returned to
the energy saving orbit from the commissioning phase.
3.2. Camera and images
The orbiter is equipped with the LRO Camera (LROC) system
consisting of a wide-angle and two identical narrow angle scanner
cameras (NAC) for high-resolution (0.5 m/pixel) monochrome
close-up views (Robinson et al., 2010). The panchromatic images
are 5000 pixels wide and typically 50,000 pixels long. From
adjacent orbits and by appropriate spacecraft tilt, the NAC regularly acquires overlapping images, which make excellent stereo
pairs. These are suitable to derive high-resolution Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs) and geometrically accurate orthoimages (Scholten
et al., 2012; Oberst et al., 2010).
Lunokhod-1 has been an LRO priority target. During the
mission, the landing site area has been repeatedly covered at
different resolutions and under different viewing and illumination
conditions (Table 1). Solar azimuth angles range from 1301 to 2101,
to include images taken before and after noon. Owing to the high
latitude of the area, solar elevations never exceed 51.71. During the
science orbit in January 2012, images were taken from low orbit
(30 km), including one stereo image pair from adjacent orbits 7350

3.1. LRO mission
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) was launched in June 18,
2009, and arrived in lunar orbit 2 weeks later. During commissioning, LRO moved in an elliptic, quasi-frozen 30  216 km2 orbit.
During the 1-year nominal and subsequent science mission, LRO
moved in a quasi-circular 507 15 km polar orbit (Vondrak et al.,
2010). In August and November, 2011, LRO's orbit was changed to

Table 5
Lunokhod-1 overnight positions.
Lunar
night

Image #
UTC
Orbit #
Image scale (m/pixel)
Incidence (deg)
Emission (deg)
Phase (deg)
Stereo-angle (deg)

M150749234L/R
27-Jan-2011-06:33
7350
0.47
65.3
8.2–11.0
73.0–75.7
34.4

M150756018L/R
27-Jan-2011-08:26
7351
0.50
66.0
23.4–26.2
41.9–44.4

(Measurements, this study)
Longitude
(deg)

a

Table 3
LROC NAC stereo pairs used for preparing the DEM.

Dates

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
b

a
b

17.11.70
23.11.70–08.12.70
23.12.70–07.01.71
21.01.71–04.02.71
22.02.71–07.03.71
22.03.71–05.04.71
21.04.71–05.05.71
20.05.71–03.06.71
19.06.71–02.07.71
18.07.71–01.08.71
17.08.71–30.08.71
29.09.71

35.00164
34.99757
34.98082
35.00159
35.00720
35.01416
35.01038
35.01446
35.01168
35.00860
35.00789
35.00796

Latitude (deg)

38.23761
38.23393
38.19845
38.23742
38.27192
38.26539
38.27774
38.28150
38.31882
38.31716
38.31513
38.31516

Height (m)

2471.8
2472.6
2473.9
2472
2466.1
2472.1
2463.4
2466.5
2472.8
2472.2
2472.4
2472.4

Landing site Luna-17.
Final position of Lunokhod-1.

Table 4
Rover traverse: comparison of original and new distance measurements.
Lunar day

Direction

Distancea (m)

Distance (m)b

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

To the southeast
To the southeast
To the southeast, then northwest with a return (18.01.71) to landing site Luna-17
To the north. Study of crater with a diameter of 540 m
To the north. Study of crater with a diameter of 540 m
To the north. Study of craters with diameters of 540 m and 240 m
Study of crater with a diameter of 240 m. Moving northwest. Study of a small crater
Difﬁcult terrain in the area between craters
To the northwest, then northeast
To the north. Study of crater with a diameter of 200 m
Study of crater with a diameter of 200 m

195
1524
1936.5
1572.5
2015
1022
192
1560
220
215
88
∑ 10,540

232
1392
1897
1531
1936
715
269
1508
197
154
100
∑ 9,930

a
b

The distances estimated from telemetry (Barsukov, 1978) were corrected by V.G. Dovgan (one of the drivers of Lunokhod's crew).
Measurements, this study.
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Table 6
Lunokhod-1 survey point locations.
Topomap ID
(Barsukov, 1978)

Lunar day

Dates

Stereo baseline (m)

(Measurements, this study)
Longitude (deg)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
1
2
2
4
4
7
a

19.11.70/20.11.70
20.11.70/21.11.70
13.12.70
20.12.70
07.02.71/08.02.71
08.02.71/09.02.71
14.05.71

4.20
5.26
0.36
0a
0a
0a
4.00

34.99878
34.99809
34.99381
34.98333
35.00155
35.00299
35.01508

Latitude (deg)
38.23675
38.23497
38.21925
38.20777
38.24663
38.25631
38.27967

Height (m)
2473.1/
2471.8/
2468.1
2470.4
2471.3
2475.2
2463.7

2472.7
2471.5

Images taken from identical positions.

Fig. 6. Slopes map derived from high resolution LROC DEM. The slopes are color-coded with steeper slopes in red and shallow slopes in green. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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and 7351 (M150749234 and M150756018, Tables 1 and 2). Owing
to spacecraft speed, along-track pixel spacing was 50 cm, while
across-track pixel spacing was as small as 30 cm, providing the
highest-resolution images of the landing area.

3.3. Stereo image processing
For the Lunokhod-1 landing site, a stereo-topographic model was
produced, based on the ﬁrst NAC stereo pair that had been acquired
with good quality for photogrammetry processing (Table 3). The
model was computed using a stereo-photogrammetric image processing system that has been successfully applied to various planetary image datasets including frame- (Giese et al., 2006; Preusker
et al., 2011, 2012), multi-line pushbroom- (Gwinner et al., 2009), and
push-frame cameras (Scholten et al., 2012).
Area-based image matching is used for deriving large numbers
of image tiepoints. The matching beneﬁts greatly from the nearidentical illumination conditions, under which the NAC stereo
pairs are typically taken. The time difference between images from
subsequent LRO orbits is 2 h, thus, differences of the illumination incidence angles are only  11. Pre-rectiﬁcation of the images
with a priori DEM data (Scholten et al., 2012) is used in order to
minimize the search areas for ﬁnding the tiepoints. Processing is
followed by 3D forward ray intersection calculation and raster
DEM interpolation. The NAC geometric calibration and alignment
information were taken from previously studied (Oberst et al.,
2010) pre-launch measurements. LRO navigation data were
derived from reconstructed orbit and pointing. The ﬁnal 0.75 m
DEM was shifted by  86 m laterally to ﬁt to the LLR-based
coordinates of the Lunokhod-1 rover (Table 1). A vertical offset
of  1.2 m (the Lunokhod-1 height) has not been considered.
The vertical accuracy of the DEM is  0.1–0.2 m, determined
from analysis of ray intersections, is well below the NAC image
resolution of  0.5 m. Based on this DEM, orthoimages of the
NAC-L and NAC-R images at 0.5 m/pixel scale were derived and
combined to a mosaic (Fig. 5). Several of the other image data sets
covering the Lunokhod-1 area (Table 2) were also rectiﬁed. Finally,
the DEM was scaled to 0.5 m/pixel to match the resolution
of the orthoimages and to facilitate joint analyses of all data sets.

4. Lunokhod-1 traverse
4.1. Traverse identiﬁcation
The orthomosaic (produced from those images on which the
stereo processing was based) with its spatial scale of 0.5 m/pixel
was used as the basis for the mapping of the traverse. The analysis
of the LRO images reveals that the traverse of Lunokhod-1 can
almost fully (  99%) be recovered, except for few areas in shadow
(o1%). Tracks appear dark in the images due to disturbance of the
surface by the wheels. In the one available high-resolution image
(0.33 m/pixel), both tracks of left and right wheels can be seen. For
images taken at low sun contrast is low, and ﬁnding and following
the rover wheel tracks is difﬁcult (Fig. 4).
Contrast enhancement was used to bring out image details.
Poorly visible parts of the track, due to multiple crossing tracks or
turning motion of the Lunokhod (about  5% of the traverse
length) were identiﬁed with the help of the previous topographic
maps (Barsukov, 1978) (see Table 6 and Fig. 10). For practical
purposes, the scales of the images were increased to 1:500, which
approximately corresponds to the scale of the topographic plans.
The identiﬁed track was digitized using GIS-tools for further
processing.
We have analyzed surface brightness proﬁles across Lunokhod1 tracks (Fig. 4). Brightness on the wheel tracks typically drops by
 1% with respect to the surrounding surface. This is due to a
change in the photometric properties of the surface once it has
been disturbed. The brightness of the tracks is found to depend on
solar elevation, but it also appears to depend on the azimuthal
direction of rover motion. Photometric analysis of variations in
brightness of the wheel track and its dependence on different
illumination conditions may allow us to study the nature of this
effect and to track the depth of the wheel tracks, as Lunokhod-1
“plowed” through different structures of lunar regolith.
4.2. Traverse morphometry
Following identiﬁcation of the traverse, the total length
of the traverse is measured in GIS at 9.93 km (Table 4), shorter than the previously published signiﬁcantly (10%) longer

Fig. 7. Height proﬁles of Lunokhod-1 traverse. Heights are relative to the Lunar reference sphere. (a) Proﬁle along the total traverse. (b) Portion of the proﬁle showing the
highest and lowest elevations.
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traverse path of 10.54 km (Barsukov, 1978). Studies of the
traverse sections of each day indicate similar differences in
estimates of traverse length for each lunar day (Fig. 5). This
discrepancy is probably due to wheel slippage, which would
artiﬁcially increase the distance traveled. Wheel slippage is a
common problem on both Lunokhods and on the Mars Exploration Rovers. Lunokhod-1 has traversed areas of steep slopes,
where wheels were reported to sink 20–30 cm into layers of
loose regolith; here slipping was reported to reach 80–90%. The
odometer measurements, expected to check against wheel
slippage, had an accuracy of not more than 7% (Barsukov,
1978), which may partly explain the discrepancy.
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A slope map for the Lunokhod-1 area (Fig. 6) was computed using
the DEM. For spacecraft landing safety, a rather ﬂat area was chosen
for Luna-17. Most slopes do not exceed 71 (85%); slopes of 7–151 are
rare (13%), and areas with steep slopes (15–301) are found even more
rarely (2%). Also, using the DEM, vertical proﬁles of the traverse could
be constructed (Fig. 7a). The total relief along the Lunokhod-1 traverse
is 26.1 m (Fig. 7 b). Incidentally, maximum and minimum elevations
were encountered within a stretch of only 283 m.
Here, Lunokhod-1 studied two among the largest craters of
the area (350 m and 200 m). Lunokhod-1 approached from the
south and moved down to the bottom of the 200-m crater at a
depth of about 20 m, began to climb up on the northern slope,

Fig. 8. Roughness map of the Lunokhod traverse area. Rough areas are indicated by purple and smooth areas by greenish colors. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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and then moved to the edge of the southern rim of the larger
crater. The maximum slope along this part of traverse is about
51 (Figs. 6 and 7b). However, note that slopes for this area

measured by the rover's onboard tiltmeter on more local scale
were 20–251 (Barsukov, 1978). The rover had a capability of
ascending 201 slopes and descending 451 slopes.

Fig. 9. Topography for the southern part of the Lunokhod-1 traverse area: (a) topographic map from Barsukov (1978); (b) contour map, derived from LROC NAC data;
and (c) comparison of proﬁles for the part of traverse (blue line at the contour map). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article).
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A surface roughness map was also calculated as standard
deviation (SD) of elevation (Fig. 8). All values are normalized as
(Vmap Vmin)/(Vmax Vmin ), which reveals that high surface
roughness is typically associated with the presence of craters.
We mapped all discernable craters in the area, revealing that
Lunokhod-1 was obviously navigating safely between craters,
except in cases, where inner slopes of larger craters were
speciﬁcally targeted.
4.3. Mission time line
We report on the coordinates of rover stops where panoramic
images were taken as well as the rover's overnight stops (Table 5)
during the mission. Typically, two panoramic images were taken
from locations separated by a few meters for stereo coverage and
topomap production (Table 6). The marked rover stops on the
previous maps (Vinogradov, 1971; Barsukov, 1978) were transferred to our orthomosaic, from where coordinates can readily be
extracted. Signiﬁcant mission events and daily rover activities can
be recovered from a published “mission diary” (Vinogradov, 1971;
Barsukov, 1978), summarized in Table 4. However, we ﬁnd that the
details in this diary text are rather misleading regarding the
rover surroundings, as, e.g., some described craters cannot be
identiﬁed in the images, or speciﬁed sizes of craters are under- or
overestimated.
On the ﬁrst 2 lunar days Lunokhod-1 descended the Luna-17
platform and moved a short distance to the south-eastern
direction. Commissioning tests of various systems and scientiﬁc
experiments of the rover were carried out as well as charging the
batteries. At the end of the second lunar day the rover moved on
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the slope of a crater, challenged by superimposed small craters and
scattered rocks. For the ﬁrst time, a stereo panorama of the surface
was taken.
On the third lunar day Lunokhod-1 returned to the landing
stage Luna-17, where it was parked through the lunar night.
The next day, Lunokhod-1 headed north in the direction of
Cape Heraclitus, which was targeted from data on previously
obtained panoramas. Near the end of the fourth lunar day, the
rover explored three more craters, which were subjected to
detailed, integrated studies during the ﬁfth, sixth and seventh
lunar days.
In the second half of the ﬁfth lunar day the rover conducted a
detailed survey of the lower slopes of a large and a smaller crater
(350 m and 200 m), as mentioned earlier in the text. Here,
Lunokhod-1 encountered the steepest terrain of its traverse; the
tiltmeter measured slopes of 15–201. In the middle of the sixth
and seventh day, Lunokhod-1 explored more craters, where loose
slopes and large scattered rocks were encountered. By the end of
the day Lunokhod-1 ended on an elevated rim from where a
panorama was taken.
During the eighth lunar day, it moved approximately 1560 m
to the northwest and to the northeast. By the end of the day,
the rover was located in an area crowded with small
craters. Lunokhod-1 studied this area during its ﬁnal 3 lunar
days (9th, 10th and 11th). Ultimately, Lunokhod-1 conducted
a special mapping experiment, moving small distances and
making frequent panoramic surveys. At the end of the 12th
day, radio contact to Lunokhod-1 failed, with the rover's resting
place at the currently known position determined by laser
ranging.

Fig. 10. Comparison of data from Lunokhod-1 large-scale map and GIS-measurements: (a) large-scale map N3 from Barsukov (1978) referenced to the LROC NAC orthoimage;
(b) part of digitized track and crater locations using high resolution LROC NAC orthoimage; (c) height proﬁle through crater from the map N3 (Barsukov, 1978); (d) height
proﬁle through corresponding crater using high resolution DEM; (e) inner slopes of the crater from the DEM; and (f) overlay of contours from large-scale map N3 on
the DEM.
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4.4. Comparisons with previous traverse data
We examined the previously published contour at topographic
schema (Fig. 9a) with our contour map derived from our LROC
stereo DEM (Fig. 9b). While the total height range in both
representations is in agreement, we found only approximate
agreement of slopes and topographic trends. We studied in detail
a previously published 600-m long traverse proﬁle (Barsukov,
1978). A comparison with a traverse proﬁle taken from the LROC
DEM reveals that the basic features of the proﬁle (e.g., point of
lowest elevation) match well, while the magnitude of the topography is grossly misrepresented (Fig. 9c).

Judging from the distortion of the schema grid, we identify
signiﬁcant long-wavelength displacements in the previously
reconstructed map, up to the 100-m level (Fig. 9a and b). However,
on small-scale, the traverses show excellent qualitative agreement.
We also made comparisons between crater morphologies from
the previously published topographic contour maps and proﬁles
(Fig. 10a and c) and the LRO NAC image and DEM (Fig. 10b, d and
e). The earlier contour maps have been derived by photogrammetric processing of images from the Lunokhod-1 panoramic
camera (Barsukov, 1978). Considering the different nature of the
two data sets, the overall agreement in size, depth, and shape of
the crater is good (Fig. 10f).

Fig. 11. Topographic of the Lunokhod-1 area: (a) original scheme (Barsukov, 1978) and (b) scheme reprojected to correct coordinate grid using digitized traverse and
tiepoints. The comparison demonstrates the overall geometric distortion of the original reconstructed traverse.
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geology and morphology, and a historic treasure for future lunar
exploration missions (Fig. 12).
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